RESEARCH AT GRAMMARLY

At Grammarly, we’re committed to pushing the boundaries of natural language processing, machine learning, deep learning, and linguistic annotation to develop a category-defining writing assistant. Many of the problems we’re tackling — such as providing feedback on tone, restructuring unclear writing, and rewriting for stylistic improvements — have yet to be widely explored, so we’re paving new ground.

Our approaches are creative: We design new algorithms, employ techniques from other fields, and find clever ways to use corpora! We’re also excited about engaging with the NLP community and publishing papers and datasets for public use.

Grammarly is looking for:

- ML Engineers
- Applied Research Scientists
- ML Platform Engineerets
- Computational Linguists
- Analytical Linguists

We have openings at our offices in San Francisco, Vancouver, New York, and Kyiv. Apply at grammarly.com/jobs